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Abstract, 

This  paper 1s  concerned with the  flexibility of produc- 
tion systems.  An examination Is made of conditions  for the es- 
tablishment of flexible production systems  and of the possibi- 
lities for optimisation.  The Advantages  and Disadvantages of 
such  systems  are discussed  across  the  broad spectrum  from job 
to Une production. A quantitative model   1s  porposed  for the 
selection  of production processes.  Consideration 1s  given to 
the flexibility of material   flow with  Group Technology.  Diffe- 
rent aspects of planning»  monitoring and control  are discussed 
both at micro and macro levels.  Finally, a Methodology 1d pre- 
sented for investigating such complex dynamic systems. 

Izvod, 

Ovo je radni materljal na tenu f1eks1b1lnosti   prolzvod- 
n1h sistema.  Izvrleno je 1sp1t1vanje uslova za postavljanje 
fleks1b1ln1h prolzvodnih  sistema  1 mogudnostl opt1ra1ranja.  Raz- 
matrane su  prednostl  1  nedostacl  razHCitlh tlpova  prolzvodnje 
u Urem spektru od osnovnog rad1on1€kog do makslmalno s1nhron1- 
zovanog Unijskog tipa  1  razradjenl  kvantltat1vn1   kr1ter1jumi 
za izbor tipa  toka.  Razmatranja su vezana  za fleks1b1 lnost to- 
kova materijala  1 zasnovana  na principine  grupisanja.  RazHiiti 
aspekti  planlranja, vodjenja 1  upravljanja  prolzvodnjom su d1s- 
kutovanl   kako sa mikro, tako 1 sa nakro stanovUta.  Posebno je 
razradjena metodologia za  1sp1t1vanje sloienlh 1  d1nan1Cn1m s1< 
stema. 
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1.     INTRODUCTION 

Production 1s i basic field of human activity which  1t 
necessary to meat the needs  of Individuals  and  for the develop- 
ment of society.   Without production human  society could  not 
exist even for a  short period  of time, whatever the natural  re- 
sources of a country. To meet  these needs  the natural   resources 
have to be transformed by production processes,  into useful  pro- 
ducts.  The transformation of resources  Into products  Is  perform- 
ed by production plant using developed production methods.   Pro- 
duction 1s therefore a purpose oriented activity designed  to 
obtain useful  output values. 

Production  1s  limited  by a set of elements  (Input values, 
production plant and people).  They are Interrelated In ways de- 
termined by the choice of production method. The way In which 
production Is  limited by PRODUCTION SYSTEM design 1s shown by 
a cause and effect diagram, 1n Fig.1 

Fig. 1 

The Development of Production Systems is limited by: 

- The possibility of Forecasting future events 

- The Efficiency of production development and of the 
Introduction of new techniques 
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- The Design  of the System elements  and  by the degree 

of optimisation of the  Relationships  between  then 

- The Quality  of decision-making,  of  organisation  and 

of the control of production flow  1n relation  to  time 

- Process  and  Environmental  disturbances. 

The value of the output   1s  conditioned  by the working 
characteristics of  the System and  by the  Input  values.   Working 

characteristics are dependent on  the quality of product design, 

the choice of method,  plant layout, organisation of the System 

and  it's  Input Values.  The output value 1s   Halted by Environ- 

mental   Conditions.  The Working  Characteristics  of a System are 

the expression of  it's Capability to perform work In a given 

time under given environmental   Conditions.   At this point we 

come  to  the Idea of  the EFFECTIVENESS of PRODUCTION SYSTEMS, 

which  can be expressed as a probability that the system will 

start,   perform the objective function and adapt Itself within 

the tolerance limits,  1n a given  time and given environmental 

Conditions. The Effectiveness of the Production System,  1n  that 
sense,  can be expressed as: 

Es(t)   • A(t).R(t)-DA 

where: 

A(t) - 1s the operational  readyness of a production 

system,  in terms of the probability that under 

given environmental  condition«, the system will 

start and move into the field of the tolerated 

limit« of the objective function,  1n a given  time. 

*(t) - 1s the reliability of the system 1n terms of the 

probability that under given environmental  condi- 
tions  the system will  perform given tasks, within 

the tolerated limiti of the objective function, 1n 
a given  time. 

OA - 1s the design adequacy of a Production System.   It 

1s the capability of the system to adapt Itself to 

the environmental   conditions and  to the process 
requirements 1n a  given time. 
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.PZ    ITI      e,"dUlM»'   * 9r.w<ng ,.,„,,... 

t»t ». „., i   r,r co,tt-Thi$ "•<•to « u<">» «» 
<.on.pi.,fty of th. Struetur. of th. Production Sy.te... 

Production s„t.„  „.». ty|)1e„  „ri„ ,tructUr., 

i. FLEXIBILITY OF PKOOUCTIOH SYSTEMS 

Th.  pr.uur, on Production Sy.t«, to produc. .or. .„„ 
wort outniit  »«• i... K w«uc« more «no 

Struetur. 1, eon.t.nt for . d.f1n.d tl„.    ,..'    Î! 

•-• «•» * ««-i« -"o„: ;/ h :;:r^d^'th. 

»-W « great  «xt«nt, on  th« oualltv of th. e«i  »^ 
thit -«-#14   *, Ruaiuy of tht Solution  found for 
this conflicting $1tu«t1on.  Starino th1i 1n .<«H  * 
Utt th« following: 0"* "" po,tu" 

2.1 Th« Struetur« of Production Syst«« 

low,;td $tt °f '"•'»•'••'«•1 - »»ut  l.yout .l.„.nt,, ., foî. 

wh«r«: 

S •  TS, SS 
(1) 

S -  1* th« Struetur« of th« Syst«« 
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TS -   1$ the quantity  (number)  of Technological  elements 

(machines,  handling equipment, measuring equipment, 

stores equipment and  control  devices) 

SS -   1s the space structure; or plant layout of the  te- 

chnological  elements. 

The  Structure  of a Production System 1s  conditioned  by 

the degree  of complexity of the job to be done,  by the level 

of the objective function, by the capacity of the elements  of 

the system and by the  type of plant layout used. 

2.2 Definition of Flexibility 

The Flexibility of a Production System 1i a measure of 

it's capability to adapt to changing environmental conditions 

and process   requirements. 

A quantitative measure of the flexibility of a product- 

ion system  1s given  as  the value of DESIGN ADEQUACY, which  1s 

a  probability that the given structure of a production system 

will adapt  Itself to  the environmental  conditions and to the • 

process requirements  within the  limits  of the given design pa- 

rameters.   If the environmental   and process requirements  exceed 

the determined limits  of the system,  the  flexibility of the 

system 1s  not sufficient and the plant and layout will  have  to 

be changed  to suit new conditions. The degree of utilisation 

of the system parameters bears  a very close relationship to the 

degree of  Design Adequacy.  In other works  one can design and 

produce a  highly flexible system which can carry out very dif- 

ferent tasks but the  degree of parameter utilization and  the 

effectiveness of such  a system will  be very low. 

Investigations  Into the design of  flexible production 

systems  therefore,  lead to a search for the appropriate  ratio 

between capacity and  utilization of the parameters of the pro- 

duction systems. 
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2.3 Basic Parameters of Production Systems 

The Flows of Production Systems (Material Flow, Informa- 
tion Flow and Energy Flow) are the basis for the design and 

layout of the System. The basic parameters of Production Systems 

are related to the Flows of material, energy and Information 
and are dependent on: 

- The Technological Complexity of the job to be done, 

where Technological Complexity Is given as the sum of 

the operation times from the first to the last opera- 
tion, in the form of: 

1«m 
1J1   tu   [time units] (2) 

where: 

t • 1.2,3,...,m - 1s the number of operations 

• Quantity - The number of product units to be produced 

in a given period of time (qj [product units/time period]). 

- The Capacity of the system elements which Is limited 

by the selected man-machine data (Kjtlme units/time 
period], or Load/Capacity). 

There are two basic Parameters of Production Systems in respect 

to the Choice of Production Processes, layout planning, flexibi- 
lity and Effectiveness as follows: 

2.3.1 Load-capacity balance 

On the basis of inequality in the for» of: 

T1 ><  Kk1 (3) 

where: 

*T1 time units/time period - 1s the total production 

time required for the 

1-th operation over a 

determined period of time 

(usually one year).The va- 

lue T is obtained from: 
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-   G   - 1 
where 

*1 

ft1 11 

Qtí   [prod.un1ts/t1me period] 

[time unlts/prod.unU] 

[time un1ts/t1rae ptr mach.unit] 

<«>. 

kk1    ib """ un 11.»/b nu* p«r nutn.uniij   -   Is  the capacity 

of technological 

systems 1n pro- 

duction, 

1t 1s possible to create a criterion for the Choice of the 

Typt of Production Processes which 1s, 1n this paper, called 

the DEGREE OF CONTINUITY and 1s given as the ratio: 

1-m 
E T 

1-1 1 
ser 

1-m 
1  (°tl 1-1 t1 

 IT 

:11}1 
(5) 

An Increase 1n the Degree of Continuity leads, as 1t 

1s shown later, to the choice of more homogentus processes 1n 

the form of Flow production Unes and Product layout and on 

the other hand a decrease of that ratio leads to Job produc- 
tion, and to Fixed and Process layout. 

2.3.2 Degree of Universality 

The Degree of Universality 1s the reciprocal value of 
the Degree of Continuity 1n the form of: 

1 
:ser 

k 
1-m 
r T 

1-t 

(6) 

1 

The degree of universality shows the possibilities for produc 

t1on parts flow through the work stations of a Production 
System. 
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2.4 Components of desiqn adequacy 

As can be seen from (5) the structure of Production 

Systems is limited by the technological complexity (£t^) of 

the job to be done, the quantity (q), the capacity (<k) and 

the space/layout parameters of the system flows. This means 

that Design Adequacy is the result of the technological, ca- 

pacity and space components described below: 

2.4.1 Design adequacy-technological component 

This 1s determined by the possibilities of a given te- 

chnological system to accept parts from the production prog- 

ramme within the limits of Its design parameters. 

The Technological system, as an element of the Produc- 

tion System, will successfully adapt Itself to the environ- 

mental conditions and process requirements within the limits 

of Its design parameters, as shown In Fig.2. 

On the basis of Fig.2 no conclusions should be drawn 

on how to get a higher degree of the technological component 

of design adequacy. Technological systems should not be select- 

ed with larger possibilities in terms of the basic parameters 

because it would lead to lower degree of utilization of such 

parameters. 

In order to explain this we will adopt the following 

symbols: 

p. - value of a parameter 1n the technological system, 

which presents the maximum capability of the system 

pk - the value of the observed parameter which 1s used. 

This 1s limited by the characteristics of the pro- 

duction programme. 
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»urplufc    of 
copoci ty 

op#rottor»»-«» 

This stlected Technological 
system for i qiven opération 
"i" hit not sufficient desiqn 
adequacy and can not be adopt- 
ed. 

This selected Technological 
System for a given operation 
"i" has a surplus of parameter 
capacity and has a higher 
degree of flexibility. 

In this cast the) ratio: 

'k.t-'i; 

Fig. 2 

in 

presents the degree of utilization of the observed parameter 

of the technological system for • given set of conditions and 

the difference: 

h '  pk («) 
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P^ents   the surplus  of  e.p.b„1ty  of the observed  parafer 

which  .now.  adaptation   to changes   in  production  programme. 

°n   this   ba$is   n   is   »ossible  to conclude   that  th* 
Htxiûiluy  of an  observed  technological   system   is  R   . 

9 

•y 

As  an  example we  shall   present  the  results  of  investi- 

«ioni of a  few production  programmes  and  technological 
yittm  parameters  as  follows: 

•1   The  parameter   pu   -  SPINDLE  SPEED  -  CENTRE LATHE 

The  technological   systems   -   Centre Lathes   -  1n  the 

•••Pi.   investigated,  al!   have  the   same number of  24 d1f t 

spindle  speeds   (Pnt«24  values). 

The  requirement  of  parts   "p     "   f0U" 

*  number  of  Production   Programmes   ¡rt  sr,o*(l   .., 

As   it   is 

-Pnk   is   fairlv 
w r 

"~e  study  for 

oriented   in  Fig.   3,   the difference  R_ ip 

early all   types of centre  lithe"* 

•-  tney h.va  a  high  degree of flexibility,  but 
aegre« of utilization of  parameters. 

- *M   m   100 900 1000 1100 1200    >120G 

-"  m nlrtv/min ] 

Fig. 3 

L- 
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f      I 

total  of 

2  Tf^ parameter  pf  -   FEED   -  CENTRE LATHES 

In the observed sample of centre  lathes  there was  • 

Pf •  18 values. 
(9) 

The requirements of the/production  programme obtained 
by time study analysis are shown,  1n Fig.4. 

In a given  sample of Production Programmes and corres- 
ponding sample of centre lathes, the difference: 

'fp 'ft * Pflc (10) 

was also fairly high which  leads to the same conclusions •• 
1n the case of the speed. 

I 

S lmm/rtv] 

F1g.  4 
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.3 The  Paramtere   p.,  -   POWER   -  CENTRE LATHES 

The Technological   SystenTCentre Lathes"  In the  observ- 
ed  sample has  had  two values  of power:   10  kw and 15  kw.  The 

Distribution   of the Total   time needed for  the machining of 

pieces   in the Production  Programme,   on the basis of time study 

analysis,  is   shown  in F1g.  5.   The given  Distribution  shows   the 
degree  of utilization of engine power for  a given sample and 

the possibilities of adoption  to the needs of Environmental 
changes  - conditions. 

The given Distributions   show clearly that R    difference 
between  available and used parameter values were significant, 

therefore the  technological  systems   1n the given example are 

flexible enough but with  a fairly low degree of utilization  of 
possibilities. 

2       3       A       S »        9       10 
N IkW] 

F1g.   5 
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2.4.2 Design   Adequacy - Machine  capacity 

This   1s   defined by: 

.1   The   Difference R    1n  the form of: 

where 

'1* '1c (11) 

M1a  "   1s  the rounded number of  technological  Systems 
(machines) adopted  for the given  1-th operation 

M1c  -   calculated number  of Technological   System units 

nteded  to perform the 1-th operation of work. 

The Calculated number of  Units  1s given by 

M1c ' K¿ íunit$] (12) 

.2 The   Degree of Ut1l1*at1on 1n the  form of: 

M 1a 

1c 
(13) 

The valut  of  «c  shows that  the  structure M.   1s  flexible 1n 

proportion  to   the difference between  the adopted  and calculat- 
ed  number  of  units of Technological  System needed  to perform 
a determined  operation of work to be done. 

As   the   total   number of Technological   Systems  1n Produc- 
tion processes   1s: 

M MrM2,M3 >Mf.Mn (14) 

1t  1s possible   to state that the  structure M    1s  flexible 1n 

ration to  capacity as much  as the difference and  denrée of 

utilization of  the operation which presents  the  MbottlenechM 

of a process.   For such operations  the  difference: 
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et 

and  ratio 

'iat 

iat 

'1ct (15) 

"      "let 

art as above stated. 

(16) 

The Investigations 1n the area of capacity have shown 

that the changes 1n Production Programmes, 1n terms of product 

mix and quantities of parts are not corresponding 1n most ca- 

sts, to the changes 1n total time needed to perform a set of 

given operations. This means that the flexibility and degree 

of utilization are changeable 1n time. 

2.4.3 Design adequacy - Plant Layout Component 

The space structure of a Production System is defined 

1n terms of the layout of work stations and 1s probably the 

greatest problem to the system designer, due to the very high 

costs of rtlayout. The Investigations have shown that the 

degree of effectiveness of plant layout varies 1n broad Units 

as shown 1n F1g.6, due to Changes of product and Production 

Programme Characteristics. 

c 
o — 
Z  * 
u ü: 
J5 / 

: 

4,   4, 
>   C 

'•Z   O 

1- 
^k 

\ 
1 

/ i 
/   i 

t 
 |    |     ! 

• J J 1     i i 1 i i • 
tim#iw**l<i ] 

Fig. 6 
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The  space   structura   can   be  -  according   to 

expressed  by the   degree of   Interrelationship   between work 

stations and  process   characteristics,   in the   form: 

ki K -   2a(1-1) T^.  2a(ï-l) ^ 
K, 
ki 

(17) 

1-1 1 
1-1 °tl'*11 

wher» 

1 -  the  average number of  operations 

o -  the  degree  of the similarity of different parts  1n 
the  Production  Programme 

Changes of Production   Programme  are allowable  within  the 

limits of reserves   of  layout capacity  soace.   The reserves of 

layout capacity   are  given  as  a probability that all   new re- 

quirements,  in   the  sense of  work  stations and   their relation- 

ships, conditioned   by   Environmental  Changes,  and  Idle time, 
will come under   one  of present -   relations. 

In  the case  of  functional   layout  the  number  of relation 
ships Is much  larger  than with flow Une layout,  so the re- 

serves 1n the space  structure and  the flexibility  of such a 

system «re larger  and  there   1s,  therefore,  the possibility 
for them to adopt   to  environmental  Changes. 

2.5 The relationship   between  Flexibility and   the 

Basic parameters   of Production Systems 

Consideration   of the   Components   of desion adeouacv 

(technological,   capacity and   plant  layout)   indicate  that  the 

structure of production  systems   1s  flexible  to  the   extent  of 

the  reserves  of   the  component of  design   adeouacv which  allow 

that the flexibility   1s  conditioned  by  the typo  of  Production 

Processes.  These   are  conditioned  by the  values  of  basic  para- 

meters of Production   Systems   such   as the  degree of  continent/ 
and  the degree  of   University. 
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Having   that  in  ni i n ¿ ,   it   is   possible   to   express   f 1 e x i o i - 

lity as a   relationship between   the deqree  of  universality, 

which contains,   in  a  determined  v/ay,  the components  of  design 

adoquacy,   and   the deqree  of   interrelations   between work  stations 

and process characteristics   in  the way of 

T-m 

1-1 

"ki k1 lki 

1 

i «m 
E    Q 

1-1 t1    M1 2a(M). hi    2 <*-o 
(13) 

From  this   expression   it   can  be concluded   that  the 

degree of  universality  is   higher  1f the value  of   interrelations 

is  highar  and   lower  if the   deqree of similarity  and  number of 

process  stages   1s  higher.   The  higher deqree  of  universality 

requires   larger   flexibility   of  the systems  structure. 

As   1t has  become evident  that the flexibility of Pro- 

duction Systems   1s closelx   related to the degree  of utilisation 

of  the technical   capacity   and   layout narameters,   this   leads 

to the need to: 

- DESIST   production   system flows  in   order  to  get a 

high   degree  of flexibility and  high   dearee  of  utili- 

sation   of production   System oarameters. 

- SELECTION of techno! ogcial Systems adaptad to the 

needs of designed flows and with a high degree of 

mo inta inabi1 i ty. 

- DESIGN   of  space   (layout)   structure   in   accordance 

with   a   diagram of   material   flow. 

- ORGANIZING  of the   production  elements   into a  system 

1n accordance with   established objectives. 

If  is  possible  to  meet   the given  needs   by  the  introduc- 

tion of: 

Standardisation   of   system  elements 

Principios  of  parts   grouping/Group  Technology/ 

Choice   of adaotable   technological   systems 

Computer aided  nrocceriures   ir.   information   flows 

Modern  methods   in   the   process  of  decision  making. 
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Tho  Methods  of   organising   Production   Flow,   based   on   the   prin- 

c i pi es  of  parts   grouping,  will   be discussed   in more  detail 

"later in  the  paper. 

3.   THE  GENERAL   MODEL   OF  MATERIAL   FLOW 

IN  PRODUCTION   SYSTEMS 

3.1   Basic Approach 

Charges   1n  Consumer  demand  in  variety and  quantity,   en- 

vironmental   Changes  and Technological   Innovations   lead,   as 

mentioned  above,  to  higher  pressure    on production   systems  to 

produce more  at   less  cost.The  growth  of  industrial   production 

systems  to meet  this demand  has   gone  throuqh evolutionary  sta- 

ges  from  one-off jobbing,   through  batch production  and   further 

to  mass  and flow  production.   The  consumer demand   1n  variety 

of   products  is   »till   limiting  the application of methods  of 

mass and  flow  Une  production   so  that  at this  stane  of   indust- 

rial   evolution,   and  also  1n  the   future, job  and  batch   proces- 

sing are  Inherent  1n most  production   systems  1n  the  metal-manu« 

facturing   Industry  because  they  are more universal   and   more 

flexible.   Investigations  have   shown  that  in  conditions   of  job 

and  batch  processing,  the  number  of parts  using  each  work  sta- 

tion  1s  significantly  larger  that with  flow  production  methods 

as   shown  1n F1g.7.  They have therefore to be more  flexible. 

L 
•s 
* -fi 

"M' 3  S- 

L    MPL    SPL 

type  of produci,c- 

Fig.   7 
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From another point of view, the degree of utilization 

anc the possibility of application of modern processine methods 

in conditions of jobbing and batch production, are significant- 

ly lower. The orofi tabi 1 ity of the imnlementation of modern 

methods increases with increases in the quantity and similari- 

ty of the parts to be made. The QUANTITY - e number of items - 

- and the SIMILARITY of the parts, become the limiting values 

1n the development of production systems. 

Production Programmes in the Engineering industry, and 

similar industrial branches still generally certain a large 

variety of products use relatively small batch quantities, 

even 1n industrially developed countries. Such a situation 

limits the application of modern technological, monitoring 

and control procedures. This points to the next conflict bet- 
ween 

- (the need for) SPECIALIZATION in the area of techno- 

logical methods and systems because of their higher 

productivity on one side and 

- UNPRQFITASILITY of imo 1 ementation of special mathocs 

and systems 1n conditions enere production programmes 

call for a large variety of products and small batch 

quantities on the other. 

The Investigations of conditions to solve this conflict, have 

shown that 1t 1s possible by using METHOD OF GROUPING OF simi- 

lar parts. 

The essence of the method of grouping, loads to the 

selection of the GROUP of similar parts, which are machined 

by the defined technological systems - (work centre, handling, 

measuring, stocking or control)-. 

Since the given characteristics of the technological 

system indicates the machine which performs the specific ope- 

ration the Group of similar parts is called or OPERATIONAL 

GROUP Qop ;pr.units/time period]. 
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Having In mind  that «ach optritloml  group contains 
parts from tht production programme with  similar characteris- 
tics,  then the size of  the group Is dependent on both the 
degree of similarity of the parts and on  the parameters  of the 
technological  systems.   In general   the total quantity of ports 
«achinad in the operational  group  Is: 

Q°p " jîl   "J   lUBitl>H"« P«r.l (19) 

where 

flj    un1ts/t1«e per.    - Quantity of J-th part  in produc- 
tion progremme 

J " 1'2»3 k * number of parts  1n operational  group 

The size of Operational  group Is.  in general cast, changeable 
along the material   flow system and Is a function of the techno- 
logical complexity and  the processing parameters. 

Tha set of operational groups In the area of the 1-th 
• tage of the production processes Is defined as TECHNOLOGICAL 
CROUP described In the for» of: 

g-r 
<t- 

where 

°t " flï, 
Q©Pfl  [u«1ts/t1«e per.] (20) 

f • 1,2,3,...,r - the number of operational groups  of 
the same type of processing. 

In this May  it  Is possible to design the GENERAL MODEL 
OF MATERIAL FLOWS of production systems  1n englnttHng and 
similar Industries  shown 1n Fig.8. 

Tht general model of material flow 1n production sys- 
tems prestnts the BASIS for research and development of pro- 
duction systems of different types. 
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l»nno!o«i£M 
9 roup a, <=, o, 3. J,.v fi, 

^ INPUT; 

tl«w *f 

Fig. S 

3.2 Characteristics of gtntral nodtl of »attriti 
flows In production systtns 

Tht totil quantity of tht parti In a Production Prog. 
rann« for a dotornlnod tino porlod 1t: 

J-u 
Q • • I    «j   [units/tint por.l 

J«1    J J (21) 

whtrt 

J  •  1|2.3,...,n -  total  number of parts  in production 

programme. 

S1nct not all n-parts, In a central caso, art passing 
through all of m-stagts In production proctssts, tht number 

of operational groups Is ch.ng.iblt ovtr tht stagt of produc- 

tion proctssts dtpendlng on tht dtgrtt of similarity, tht 

paramtttrs of ttchnologlcal systtms and tht systtn of calasi- 
f1cat1on. 

As tach optratlonal group contains similar parts from 
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all the different products 1n tht production programme (Fig.Q) 
it 1s obvious that 

Qop1   » «, 

product A 

(22) 

product B product   C 

operational group  GW, 

F1g.   9 

which Means that tht quantities of parti are "enlarged" fro« 
tht point of processing. 

In this way a possibility 1s obtained for use of 

methods and technological systems of higher class of effective- 
ness. 

Operational group Qop1 contains parts of similar para- 
meters (shape, size, material, quality and others) and 1s 

shown, on the base of shape parameters 1n Flg.10. 

2 

b 
£> 

.1 

<~t 

Fig. 10 
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It is essential to notice two basic characteristics of group- 

ing approach as: 

.1 Only components are considered - not assemblies 

Since all products, on entering production, are devided 

Into separate groups and are allocated to operational groups 

on the basis of a classification system, their machining fol- 

lows throughout the system, disregarding the product to which 

the parts belong. The parts come together Into products when 

they enter the assembly Une as shown in Fig.11. 

<j-' 

Fig. 11 

.2 The effect of the group approach on the designing 

process and on production planning - coordination of the work 

of the designer and the production planner on the basis of 

grouping logic - leads to a further significant Increase in 

the number of parts made 1n the groups. This 1s due to the 

fact that designers and production planners have their own 

approaches and habits, using different production methods for 

the same purpose. This happens 1n spite of -attempts at stan- 

dardization of the design process. It leads to significant 

differences 1n geometrical and technological characteristics 

of the components. 
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Analysis of the expression: 

T <>  Kl <*3) 

shows thit 1n tht development of material flow In production 
systems, three historical stag«! can bo seen: 

-1. Individual approach 1n production planning and 

component processing the system. 

Individual approach in material flow development can 
bo presented basically by block-diagram according to F1g.l2. 

,       „       INPUT 
[production programme  p-q.j 

DESIGNING 
METHODS 

1 
MANUFACToRlN! 

PROCESSES 

'V'"' ) *   Kk 

OUTPUT 
I effect*   E,.f(qji; t„ ' 

Mg. it 

According to the  Illustration  1n Fig.   12 of the  Indivi- 
dual  approach to designing material   flow systems,  a signifi- 

cant difference In production planning appears  m  the develo», 

ment of design,  solutions and machining of one off jobbing 

production of q^  quantities and fji   manufactory complexity on 
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overall   operations   in  the  systems  of manufacturing  processes 

which gives  effects  on the  E1   level   1n  dependence  on quantity, 

batch number,  dlscretleness  degree and  quality degree  in the 

rrganizatlon of production process organization. 

-2.   Individual  approach  1n design and  the  grouping ap- 

proach  1n  production planning  and component proces- 

sing  1n  the system. 

INPUT 
( product ion programme   P--QJ 

DESIGN 

grouping  method* 
according   to. 

- typ* machining 
-fctqjenc« of  op«- ' 

rotons 
- combined method 

PRODUCTION  
PLANNING   FOR 
GROUP 

COMPONENT 
PROCES ":NG 

IN   GROUPS 

'¡H' «„ ' ) *« K. 

OUTPUT 

(effect»   Ei»f(q';t,,J) 
where Vi 

Fig.   13 

The group  approach  to  the design  of material   flow sys- 

tems can  be  Illustrated by  the block  diagram in F1g.13.  As   the 

result of  the group approach  there  1s  an  increase  1n the Quan- 

tity (flji)  with the  same component processing complexity t^. 
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giving the output efeects E2>E1 for the same other conditions. 

-3. The group approcah in design production planning 

and component processing. 

The designs of material flow systems based on qrouoing 

methods, aims to increase the quantities for each manufacturing 

process making a further development of the Idea of grouping 

1n the manner shown 1n F1g.14. 

In the case in Fig.14 the feed back from production 

planning to design, have the role of directing the designer 

to reduce the variety of design elements (surface, forms, 

radii, dimensions etc.) to the necessarc minimum, to realize 

the conditions for "Increasing" the quantities of similar 

parts 1n the manufacturing processes and 1n that way to In- 

crease the total output 1n terms of: 

E3 > h  > E1 

On the basis of a given Act of considerations, 1t can be con- 

cluded that the grouping method provides: 

- An increase of the load-capacity Index 

- An Increase in the standardisation of design feature. 

For the above reasons, the idea of grouping deserves the great- 

est attention 1n the Engineering Industry. It presents a way • 

by which the technology of establishing production flow sys- 

tems can bt given a scientific base and a special scientific 
field. 
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¡NPUT 

(production   programme   p.-q.) 
¡ 

J , 
DESIGN 

FOR GROUPS 

1 
PRODUCTION 
PLANING FOR 
GROUPS 

i   ',* «li. -VI 

_J 

V 

1 
COMPONENT 
PROCESS IN 
GROUPS 

f 
OUTPUT 

I effects    Ej «flq«•.,»„!•) 
where  ^'»q^q ond 

F1g. 14 

* Grouping methods 

Grouping methods have the maslc aim of parts classifi- 

cation Into OPERATIONAL GROUPS on the basis of similarity of 

shape, function, materials, setting-up possibilities and simi- 

lar parameters. In the framework of these objectives there are 

a number of special alms, Including 1ncr«as1nn oroan1zat1onal 
efficiency of the firm, further Increase of flexibility, more 
complete arocess analyses and similar objectives. 

Grouping methods must be based on a TECHNOLOGICAL CLAS- 
SIFICATION of the parts produced. On the base of this classi- 

fication n 1s possible to establish material flows based on 
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groups   in  these ways,   based   on: 

- Type  of machining  process   (turning,  milling,   qrind- 
ing,  drilling,   etc.) 

- Parts with  the   same  sequence  of  operations 

- Combined methods. 

This gives  considerable  possibilities  for  the adaptation of 

material  flow system to   the production  programme  requirements. 
The market makes  the production processes more flexible. 

GROUPING  METHOD   BASED   ON  THE  TYPE 

OF MACHINING   PROCESS 

Grouping by the  Type of machining   process,  represents 

the basic development  of the grouping  idea ,  which  1s 

known  1n  practice as  GROUP TECHNOLOGY.   This  method   of classi- 

fication  studies  belong   to  the same TECHNOLOGIC   GRUP,  which 

can  in  other  words  be  machined on  the  same  type  of  work  centre, 

the technolqic  group  is   broken down   into   operational   groups 

Lo  which   thoio  paru   holoriq   which  can   bo   machined   on   ,t   parti- 

cular work   contro with   the  same set-uo,   and  with   the  same 

equipment  and   tools. 

Next   comes  the  regrouping of  the   parts  from  groups  for 

one operation,  Into groups  for later operations.   This  leads 

to the grouping  system   scheme, - based  on  the type  of machin- 
ing process   -  shown 1n   F1g.15. 

It  1s   obvious  that  the  number of  parts   in   each  group 

changes  In  accordance with the classification conditions.   How- 
ever,   1n practice the method  permits  some flow of 

the steps  between groups   in  order to accumulate  economic batch- 
es. 

It  1s   obvious  that  parts with  technologically  similar 

features  fall   Into the   same  operational   grouos.   The  narts 

with  special   features   should   still   be machined   in   the  traditi- 
onal  way. 
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In  the system   illustrated   in   F1q.15  the   column  headings 

have  the following  meanings: 

CLASS   -   group of   parts  with  similar   geometrica i   configuration 

SUBCLASS  -  set of   parts   inside  the  class,  the   dimensions   of 

which  are   in  defined   limits,  or which   are machined 

from materials with   similar characteristics. 

Fig.   15 

FAMILY  -  set of parts  inside  one  subclass, which  have similar 

main functional   surfaces   or main surfaces  for machin- 

GROUP  -   set of parts   inside  one  family, which   have the  same 

or similar   classification   numbers  and   can  be machined 

with the   same  rolling   set-uo. 

Hence   1t can be  stated  that  the  objective  of   technologic   clas- 

sification  in  grouping,   is  to  design  oart  groups,  which  can   be 

machined  on one  machine, with   one   set-uo and   using the  same 

tools   and  equipment.   The  basic   characteristics   of  the qroupinn 

system  using  the  methods  of  tyDe  of  machining   process: 
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1.   Advantages : 

The  Grouping   system based   on  this  principio  has   the 
following  advantages : 

* In  .Marketing 

- Estimating 

• Design 

- Production planning 

• T1mt study 

- Tools design 

- Organization 

- Materials handling 

• Flow analyses 

It   is   easy  to judge   if an   order   1s 

acceptable, based  on  the previously 
machining  of similar  parts. 

Estimates  can  be  based  on  the  data 

for   similar parts   made previously. 

The  Application   of   the group  design 

system,   leads  to   the adoption  öf 

standardized  elements  and   parts. 

Operational   groups   are formed  and 

new  processes are  designed  on  the 

basis   of standard  methods  for com- 
posite  parts. 

Time   study  is  simpler and   quicker 

due  to  the establishment of  sand- 
dards   and  this  leads  to a  signifi- 

cant  reduction  1n  setting  time. 

Design  of tools  on  the basis  of 
group  principles. 

Improvement of work  organization 

on  the  basis of  parts  grouplnq and 
1n  Production control. 

Design   of  handling   equipment   on  tne 

base  of group principles. 

Analysis  1s simplified as   it  deals 

with  groups of similar parts. 

2.  Disadvantages 

The basic disadvantages  are: 

- Need for classification   after each  operation 

- Complexity of  classification  system 
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Organizational difficulties 1n the case of production 

Programms with high complexity parts. 

GROUPING METHOD ACCORDING TO THE 

SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS 

Grouping of tht parts on the principle of operation 

sequence 1s sometimes called TYPE TECHNOLOGY. The production 

planning for groups of parts which have the same operation 

sequence. It based on the system of classification which is 

Illustrated 1n the F1g.t6. 

class   group 
workp^ca^v/tn 
¡dentice! opera- 
tion scn^dule 

operations schedule 

F1g.16 

CLASS - 1s a set of parts requiring the same basic processes 

GROUP - 1s a set of parts Inside a class which all have the 

same characteristics 1n resoect to d1itns1ons, mate- 

rials, and other parameters. 

TYPE - 1s madeup of parts from different groups which have 

the same machining plan and the same OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE 
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With this grouping system, the objective of system classifi- 

cation is the design of the part TYPE followed by complexity 

hy the production planning job and standardises the machining 

processes. 

The basic principles of the grouping system using the 

method of sequence of operations,art as follows: 

1. Advantages 

- It directs  the  designer and   production   planner to 

more detailed  studies of the processing  conditions 

for parts and  a  greater application of  standardised 

elements  1n design, 

- The  simplified   System of classification   1s  carried 

out only once at  the btg1n1ng of the job. 

- The reduction  of a great number of Individual   proce- 

dures to a samll   number of   standard procedures. 

- Reduction of the  number of   tools, jigs  and  fixtures 

required for operation processing. 

- An  Increase 1n   the load-capacity ratio v:h1ch makes 

it  possible to  adapt modern  machining metnods and  to 

choose machines  of more complex type,  thus  Increasing 

productivity profitability. 

•  A saving  1n the work of production planning. 

- A decrease  1n manpower skills  required. 

- A  noticable decrease  in  set-up  time  in  component  pro- 

cessing. 

2. Disadvantages 

- Complexity of the system of classification. 

- Insufficient flexibility for changing the production 

Programm. 

- Still requires a large number of different j1os, tools, 

and fixtures. 
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GROUPING METHOD ACCORDING TO COMBINED PRINCIPLE 

The grouping method according to the combined principle 

is the result of combining the grouping method according to the 

r,ach1n1ng type and the method of grouping according to the se- 

quence of operations. This eliminates the disadvantages of both 

the previous methods. The method 1s presented in Fig.17. 

F1g.  17 

The grouping methods reduce the time required  for Production 

Planning.  It also order and simplifies  the material   flow and 

production control, directs product design and makes easier 
quality control. 

F1g.18  ilustrates  a part of a certain  production  program- 
me  for which  production  planning 1s  required. 

When  production  planning Is  done  separately  for each 
part  (conventional   approach)   than as many work method must be 

designed as  there  are parts   1n  the  programme and special   tools 
and equipment must be designed for each   part. 

With  the traditional   approach there is   a  great expendi- 
ture of time  on Production Planning.  This   can  be decreased by 
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grouping,  when  each   group  can 

be  planned  as  a whole on  the 

basis of COMPOSITE part.   It 1s 

shown  1n  Fi g.19. 

As   the  number  of ooeratio- 

nal   groups   is   very  small   1n   the 
cast Illustrated  in  Fig.19  espe- 

cially for  some  of operations 

(I.e.  Turning  and  Grinding  ones- 

two operational   groups)   the sav- 

ings  1n production  planning are 

very significant. 

All   production  programmes 

normally  include components with 

widely varying   to designing  of 

groups  thorn  are  following  casrs 

(F1g.20): 

Simple machined components 

with only one operation 

(F1g.20e) 

Components which can be 

grouped on the basis  of the 
type of machining process 

(Fig.20b) 

Components which have the 

same  sequence of opera- 

tions   (Fig.20c) 

Components which  can  be 

machined  according to the 

combined  principle  (Fig. 

20d). 

<*'* ' '•*.•'i 

•> 
• ' ' '*, 

*      •*>. 

Fig.   19 

», <•. - 
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?;  P;....PK 

parts  of  production programme 
P, P,       P3 P; U 

V  /     I 

Ö 

—)—^—i f r 
products1      products 

O'V 

i  
products 

production  programme 
b) c< di 

F1g.  20 

As  1t has  betn shown all  the Ideas about component group- 

ing according to  parameter similarities  brought about a   new  ap- 

proach  1n  the design of material   flow  systems  and  made  their 

further development possible  1n order  to meet  needs of outD-t 
values  and changing environmental   conditions. 

PRODUCTION  PLANNING  GOR  THE   COMPONENTS 
IN  THE  OPERATIONAL  GROUPS 

Production  Planning  for the  total  of k-components   in  an 

operational   groups  is  reduced to planning for one  component 

called  COMPOSITE  PART.   Composite part  is chosen so that  it con- 

tains  all   the surfaces  of all  other components  in  operational 

group.   This  can  be designed  as eather  a  real   or fictive  part. 

Fig.21   illustrates  the  operational   group of  k»7  conponents  of 

which  one  is  of such complexity that  1t contains  all  surfaces 
of the  other respectively. 
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components 
,n c g'û'-'P 

composite per] 

F1g.21 

Production Planning of machining operations for the com- 

posite part of the operational group is carried out in the near- 

ly same way as for single parts as it is shown in planning 

chart in Fig.22 in which the elements of machining [speed,feed, 

depth of cut) and the elements of processing time (sotting, ope- 

rational and idle time) are given in order to obtain objective 

data about the load/capacity ratio. 

3.3 Choice of the Material Flow Type under the 

conditions of the General Model of 

Production Systems 

The choice of MATERIAL FLOW TYPE for the production 

systems is the basic problem in the design of production systens 

This takes into consideration the fact that the tooling of 

machines and the total system investments depend on the flow 

type. The choice is connected with load/capacity ratio given in 

the form of: 

i»m 
E 

i-1 
T Î  k, (24) 
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T  -   is   the  total   time   needed   for  machining  all   the  com- 

ponents   in operational   group 

k.   -   is   the  useful!   capacity  for   the  observed   part  of 
fi 

the  production   system. 

The  ratio   (5)  can   be,   as  mentioned  before,   expressed 

in  the  following way: 

i »m 
E    T 

k       - ili— Ì 1 str kT 
(25) 

In  order  to determine  the  total   time  under  the  conditions 

of   the   GENERAL   MODEL  OF  MATERIAL   FLOWS   IN   PRODUCTION   SYST:",S   let 

us   observe  a   definite operational   group   composed of   a   number  of 

different  components,   1n   the   general   case,  of  different  comple- 

xity  and  varying  along  the  material   flow. 

The  operation  time   for machining  each   component  in   an 

operational   group  - Q    ,.   i s   different so  it  is  necessary  to  in- 

troduce  an AVERAGE VALUE   for operation  time for each  of  the 

i       operation,  where: 

i   •   1,2 ,3,... ,m 

Thus  for operation  1: 

I,   rth+q,   ,'t?   1*...+qs,-t^1 + ...+ql.   ,'t 
'11 

'1.1 n '2,1 _L JL ÜJLLILIÍ . 
wop,1 

j.h       i 

s V'll 
• i_i—L__—     [time units/comp.un1 ts] 

9op,1 
(26) 

where 

j   •   1,2,3 h  -   component   numbers  in  the  operational 
group on   tne  first  operation 

The  component  complexity   changes  with   t!ie movement   aiono   the 

flow  path.   This   complexity   is   a  function   of machininr  methods 

and  of   the   number  of comDonents   in   the   group.   Hence   the   averse 

operation  n'.xe   value changes   too.   The  followinn  valúes   are   ob- 
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ta i ned in the result for "i" operation: 

vop,i 

«S, qji-*ii   r 
•  d,     „ [time uni ti/comp.units] TI op.i 

(27) 

The  average operation  time 1$  obtained by  the sare 
method for each operation  along the flow, thus for the  last  ope- 

"ion it amounts to: 

li   m't.in,+cUm* t.¡m
+. ••+«!<-• t¿„+.. ,+q     «t!L +      _     i >m    1m ^2m    ^m ^Jrn    im ^wm    im t1|n  « g »I     . 
'op,m 

j-w , 

j-1     jra    im        r . 4   •             [time unit*/ 
'op,m 

where, 1n the general case, is 

h  <   k  <   w 

comp.units] (23) 

The  total  time needed  for a certain operation  in an ope- 
rational  group with given  complexity and  given variability of 
number of components along  the flow amounts to: 

T1   *  ^op, 1**1,1        [time  units/time  period] 

]Z  " Qop.2't7,2 

1        yop,1   M.1 

T     •  Q «t. '» 
m      yo? ,m fc1 ,m 

By introducing the concept of equivalent quantities Q 
ope 

and its corresponding equivalent averaqe operation time t.  in 
i e 

order to eliminate the variability of number of components in 
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:r,e  operational   group fro- operation to  operation we win   5et 
the  fol 1 owing : 

le " Qope'tie    ^time  "n1ts/t1rae  period: 

w nere 

(30) 

Te « T1 

for each  of 1-1,2,3,... ,m operations. 
Thus: 

V^T« • Qopi-^i 

from which the following is obtained: 

t.. •  t 1e      "11 yope 

£31) 

(32) 

By  substitution the values of t^  from the previous observa- 
tions the following is obtained: 

j-k 

77  -111 
Z   q <, • t .J 

ji   M1       Q 
j-k . 

£   q<<*t:? 

'1e 
'opi 

'rr21 Ì . J'1    J1     11    ftime  uni ts ', 
ope 'ope Icomp.units /     ' 

By Introducing the t1e values in the expression for load/capa- 

city ratio 1n the condition of equivalent flow the following 1s 
obtained 

j-k 
1-m 1»m i.m ,•  q^-t.. 

k* ser 
'ke 

1-rn j-k 

'ke ope 

1-m j-k •-,H J"R i i-m J-K 
2   (   2    Pn't},), 1(1  q«/*t*.) 

*ke *k 

as  kke •  V 

The load/capacity ratio given 1n the form 

1-m j-k 
-J 

Kser 
1-1 j-1 J' n > 

< 1 

1   (34) 

(35) 
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co.n¿ins  cn'y  values  of   real   flows   and   thus  represents   the 

basis   for  the  choice of  material  flow type  in   the conditions 

of the  general   model   cf  material  flow in   production   systems   in 
the  engineering   industry. 

By comparing expression  (5)   with   the expression   (35) 
obtained  1n   conditions   of singla component  flow  1t can  bt  con- 
cluded  that   they  are compatible. 

The choice  of flow type, in agreement with tht  previous 
ont  1s  mad«  by tht following method 

Case  1.0: 

ks.r «  1 

In the case where  the load/capacity ratio  1s smaller  thin  1, 
or more exactly that: 

i*m    J«k 
Z     (   l    qi1-t{},)1  < kk 

1-1     J.I    J1     11     1        * 
(35; 

the operational   group QQp1  1s   not,  1n a  given  time period,   con- 

tinuously 1n  work.  This   Indicates the need  for  the DISCRETE 

FLOW PROCESS  grouping method,   based   on THE  TYPE  OF MACHINING 

PROCESS grouping method,  the  selection of  GENERAL  (UNIVERSAL) 

purpose  production  equipment  and the FIXED LAYOUT of work  sta- 
tions.   The case  1s  shown  1n F1g.1. 

Case 2.0: 

'•r  >   '•     CVm.K  <kl (37) 

For the case where  the  load/capacity ratio  1s   larger  than  one, 

1t 1s  necessary to examine tht load/capacity ratio on  the long« 
est operation: 

1 .e. 
<V..**ki (38) 

J-k 
• * ( j ) 

<¿ <jt-'iT),.x * \ 
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Case  2.1 

(,^   «Jl'Hi   »MX   <   kk 

which  means   that   on  all   operations 

(39) 

Ti   <   kk (4: ̂y 

In that case, we have  also the DISCRETE  FLOW PROCESS. 

The grouping method  based on  the TYPE OF MACHINING PROCESS, 

work  stations   of   UNIVERSAL end   SPECIAL   (COPYING,NC,CNC)   pur- 

pose and LAYOUT  BY  PROCESS.  This case 1s   shown  1n Fig.2. 

Case  2.2 

In the cast where the  load/capacity ratio for the  long- 
est operation  1s   bigger than  one I.e.: 

( 
j«k 

(J) 
JSI «Ji'tii W > kk (41) 

1t 1s   unknown  how  many of m-optrat1ons havt  the  loed/capacity 
ratio  smaller or  bigger than  ont.   In such  a  ease the following 
criteria are recomtnded: 

Case 2.2.1 

When the load/capacity  ratio at tht  longest operation  1s 
bigger  than one 1 .t.: 

J-k ... 

(42) 

¿•nd  the   total   time   T1 ,  needed   for a  certain   operation,   is,   en   ' 

the  Urger number   of m-operati ons,  smaller  than  capacity  k       of 

the work nation,   it 1s  resonable to design  the  layout of  the 

production  processes  as  a  DISCRETE  FLOW PROCESS,  with  the   group- 

ping  method  based   on  THE  SEQUENCE  OF OPERATIONS  for  the  family 
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parpóse and to use CZLLULAR LAYOUT of work stations. The case 

is shown in the Fig.3. 

Case 2.2.2 

In the cass where the load/capacity ratio for the long- 

est operation 1s bigger than one, which means, more exactly, 

that: 

j-k 

j-i   j 
(A3) 

and where the total tine T., needed for a certain operation, on 

the larger number of m-operatlons, 1s bigger than caoadty kki 
of the work station, it is reasonable to design the layout of 

the production processes by the CONTINUOUS FLOW PROCESS group- 

ping method, based on THE SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS, to use work 

stations of SPECIAL purpose and to use CELLULAR OR LINE LAYOUT 

for the work stations. This case 1s shown 1n F1g.4. 

Case 3.0: 

In the case where the load/capacity ratio is bigger than 

one and the total time needed for the shortest operation (Ti)nin 

is equal to the capacity of that station, • which at the san2 
time means that on the other operations the load 1s equal (t0) 

or greater than the capacity of the stations-, or 1n other 

words if: 

j-k 
.•(J) 

< = «jl'Mi }m1n ' kk 
j-1 

(44) 

the conditions are appropirate for the design of the layout in 

the form of a CONTINUOUS FLOU PROCESS, based on the grouping 

method according to THE SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS, usine wor< sta- 

tions of SPECIAL purpose and the LINE LAYOUT of these work sta- 

tions. This case is shown in Fig.5. 
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Cage   4.0: 

In the  case  where  the  load/canacity  ratio  is  hi r,.;,.-,..-  than 
c-,c   and that  the   total   tins  needed  for   the   shortest  operation 

(T-¡),iin  is  greater  than  the capacity  of   that  operation,   which 
means   that: 

«jï,   "jl-Ml   >.1n >> (45) 

the  conditions  for devi ding the material   flow into more   flows 

are  satisfied.  The  process  is  similar  to   the  process  for  one 
product Une.  The   case  1s  shown  1n  Fig.6. 

The  studies    described, make   1t   possible to exoend   the 

GENERAL MODEL  OF   MATERIAL  FLOW  in  production   systems,   1n   the 
way  shown  1n  Fig.23. 

-/ 

Í  iffi 

;rr;; 

•~\ò) fo/ 9r»3ther numbtr 

N    (7)   f0/ 3r*Qtn»r numbtr 

y     Worn.ng 
- <Ç^51^<3Q- tools j   m»a 

w~ wcrker 

fis 

t^li.-t,/) 

g  |© 

"^ grouped   :;ne   ig,1-^ 
-AN 

^ 

(f^rUi >*» 

grcjpe¿   I,re   laysjt l—-' i** X J 

• 5:r,3;# preset   , -,- ;;-Cj 

Fin.23 
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ne >as-;c   chcî-actsri^ïics   of the   General  Morfei 

o,   Material   Flow in   Production  Systems 

Analysis   of  the developed ,rodel   shows  that   the  material 

flows   in  production systems  are  basically  of two  types: 

-'DISCRETE and 

-   CONTINUOUS. 

The basic  qualities  of   give.,   cases   define   the   conditions 
governing production system design.   Thus   there  are: 
** 

DISCRETE   FLO'.'.1   PROCESSES 

The discrete  flows   co^parlse  cases   1,2 and   scm-ti-e  '<   --- 

i.lustrateti   in   Fig. They  are characterized  by   lower  load/cl 

pacity  ratio   and  by  an increased degree  of  universality - or 

flexibility of  the  work  system.   The  basic  values   of  such a  sys- 
tem are given   as  follows: 

.1   DISCRETE   FLOW  PROCESSES  1ÍITH   FIXED LAYOUT   OF   WORK 

STATIONS   (Case   1   1n   Fig.23) 

The material   flow   in  this  case   in  the general   model,   is 

determined by  the  load/capacity  ratio  1n  the form  of: 

ser 

1-m j-1 ... 
I   (  I     qH«t     M 

<   1 (46) 

and  by the work   processes   which   are carried  out  at  one  work  sta- 
tl Dil.     Kvi    nriA    r\ »    »     - -      -» 
tion,  by  one  or  a  group of  operators  wh1 th'their^qui"-,Z7  7 

complexity of  such   production  systems   1s  conditioned   by  the 
>erat1ons   "is",   work   rnm*-*„*+>.   »*.   »  ._ ,   . 

he 
ww.MH,„ltJf 0r   sucn   production  systems   1s  conditioned   by  the 

number of operations   V,   work   convexity   "V and   by   the ca.a- 

city and  equipment  characteristics of  the work station   (-g.24). 

The work   processes   of this  type   are   characterise: of 

w 

r-----.«-   wi   wnia   lype   are   cha^a 

,he  shipbuilding   industry,   electrical   energy  generstors,   la-,, 

*ter turbines,   special  tools,   civil   engineering  industry,  handi 

crafts   production   and  similar  production  systems. 

4 i » 
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Fig-   24 

Tht basic qualities  are: 

.1.1  Work-in-progress quality 

In   the   flow of  this   type  there   1s  always  one  work  piece  which 

gradually changes  1n  shape, dimensions  and  quality.  To  Increase 

output,   several   flows  tre   used with  the sane  technological   and 

organizational   principle. 

.1.2 Cycle time (rhythm of the   flow) 

is  determined  by the  time   interval   between  the output of two 

cor.cecutlve work pieces.   It  is  equal   to  the   throughput   time   of 
production T     .  The   cycle   time will   vary from  piece  to  piece c p 
according  to work complexity shape  and  different  needs   for 

equipment. 

.1.3 Universality  of system 

is   the   reciprocal   value  of   tr.e   1 oac/caDaci ty   ratio  and   should 

be  maximal   for  this   type  of production   orocess.   The  degree   of 

flexibility  1s   related  to   the decree  of universality  of  SUCH   . 
system.   The  degree  of  '.¡ni versal i ty  decreases   with   an   incr-..   _ 

ir,   the   co ;.•.;<", :,<i :y  of   system structure   and  is   smallest   ir.   tr.e 

case  of   j:,e  product   line. 

1 
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.1.4 The degree of functionality of the pr ocess 

is   given  in  the  form: 

* - T£l 
cp 

where 

1 »m 
I    t 

1-1 11 
(47) 

Tct -  technological   cycle tint 

Tcp "  Production cycle  time 

tmo1  "  time b«tween operation!  1  and  1*1 

In most cases  In  this  kind of production   V-values  are 
conditioned by the system of organisation and are generally 
small. J 

.1.5 Set-up  time 

m   this   type of production  has   signifient  value, because  it 
nas  to be determined  for all   pieces  and all   operations.   The 

set-up time in  this  case causes   low effectiveness  of such  pro- 
cess. 

.1.6 Work station equipment 

The work stations in production systems of this tyoe 

due to wide differences in the work to be done, have to be well 

aquiped with tools. Jigs and fieture« of high flexibility. The 

complexity of the work processes requires a skilled labor' force. 

The basic advantages of such types of production cys*,. 

are low work-1n-process. high flexibility and the snail amoJ-" 

of production planning neeced. The main disadvantage lie <n 

the low degree of equipment utilisation, in difficulties witn 
t-e organization of materials h:.-:" 
labour. 

in the high cost of 
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.2 Discrete- flow processes with process layout of 

work stations (Case 2 in Fig.23) 
("Functional" layout) 

The production systems of this type are characterized 
by a load/capacity ratio in the form of: 

k* ser 
-212 .  < 1 (43) 

and work processes which take place in workshops specialed ac- 
cording to the type of process (turning, boring, grinding, 
sharpening, assembly etc.). Such processes are typical to those 
need for production with many products in small quantities. The 
basic structure of such systems 1s given in Fig.25. 

V^ 
1!     1 !        Ijil 

'nvlrgS . 

^—^r    MATERIAL   FLOW 
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.'. ^      ¡y N. r   i ^s 

—V 
y 
H 
I 
N 
G 

/ >*  / 

sfisPfrtf^ J¿-¡¡-ü 

MS,.2   MS2.3 MS,.,,;  MS,,.,  MSm.,_r 

R¡ -workshops 
Mí¡¡.1  -í.tor«s 
T-, j'4¡   -matt-rial handling   »ystern 
M¡   -inipection 

a) production  system 

\ B s:^:a a: 

b)  work   processes 

•t '3 EWE 0V-7   -'SP 
|ja Eti/ja i3ii/....j/ja a. 

/La E -í 2, 

F1g.   25 

The basic qualities of this kind of process are: 

.2.1 Work-1n-progres quantity 

The quantity of pieces in a phase "1" of the system is 
liven as : 
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Qt  [pr.units/time per] 

and represents, as has been shown, a technological qroup which 
is characterised by  the same work method - machining or assemb- 
ly. The technological group could be divided in the function 
of work station parameters into more operational group! with 
quantities 

i=k 
Qopi  •    £    qjM     [pr.units/time per.] (49) 

The material   flow system 1s  defined by the  routing bet- 

ween operational  groups.  The sum of the operational   groups  in 
the system  1s  the work-in-progress  quantity. 

The operational   groups Q     ,   have  to be divided,  on  the 
basis  of  production  plans  and production costs,  Into batches 

which  are  characterized by the optimal   number of pieces 

"opt  [Pr«units/batch ] 

The value of  "nopt"   1s conditioned by the quantity of 
operational  group QQp1.  by the throughput time and  by produc- 
tion costs. 

as: 
On  the basis of  "nQ    " the number of batches  1s given 

Q     . 
S • jpE-    [batches/time per.] 

opt 
(50) 

A reduction in the number of batches decreases the set- 
-up costs and Increases throughput times and work-in-process 
costs. And vice versa. 

Th work-in-process quantity 1s 1n this case equal: 

1"»m    1«m 
Qn " l    s * E Q0Dl

/n
OBt [bitches] "    1»!       ¡m]       OPI   Opt   L J (51) 
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.2.2 Cycle time 

is in the case of this type of material flow, determined by the 

time interval between the input or output of two consecutive 

batches of pieces and is given as: 

k [time units/batch] (52) 

.2.3 Universality of system 

is determined, as has been shown, by the capacity/load ratio 

and, with this type of production system, is higher if the 

value of interrelations between work stations V" and similari- 

ty coefficeent "a" are higher, and lower if the number of Drocess 

stages is higher. The higher degree of universality requires 

larger flexibility of the system structure. The process layout 

has a high degree of universality. 

.2.4 The degree of functionality of the process 

depends with this type of process, on the method of Transfer 

for the parts from operation to operation, which can be 1n seri- 

es in parallel or combined. The dtgrte of functionality is 

given as : 

ct 

cp 

ct 

ct 
1 «m 

• Z    t 
1-1 

(53) 

In the given expression the value T t 1s, in a great meassure, 

different for the series, parallel and combined method of trans' 

fer of parts through thessystem. For a given layout of work 

stations the value "f" 1s rather small because of significant 

differences between the T  and T t values. The maximal value 

is equal to one, which 1s, hypothetical and illustrated the 

case where the system works without losses of time. The level 

of functionality degree is the indicator of the quality of the 

process organization. 
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•2-5   Set-up   time 

u   -»U   type  of „atería!   f]„ 

.«fcnoloslc.l   c.I?,.„ty    „„ *[  ,"0rd,n»  »   «.ir  shape,  „,„. 

""• a"   operations.   I„  ,     '! "'"  Ur  '"•  etches  of ali   .-,. 

—— » irr:::;0'6ra-"•««--».-,:' 
":'"""• •-«c,„ e fo

prt'" ""«LU,of „„, ,„. : 

•2.6 Work st«t<«» station equipment 

The equipment of work e* *, 
"-• h» • M,* <.Jrii ,f ,.'"'•,"*• 

1" ""« <>» of „t.P,., 
••-* ««tr... copPying t?

f *rs"«> •«« .».«i.,, „„,;;: 

*«""•«..*. of «. oPe:.;(;nar;
s:;; «•.«««..«. „,« ;-< 

BV«' of flexibility of «•>,. d lncrea$e$ 
y °f   tn*  Paction   syst... 

•3  Di*cret.  flow proc 

$t^'"   (Case 3   ,„ Flg ^ "'^  '^t  9fwo, 

•'• '•'"•'••--.:."";•.•;;:,•;:•,:•; • •• in  **• 'or» of: 

str 

j-k 

max 

'k (54) 
and by the condition that th. • 

Íiín 0Pfrití-- '» on      aI
0"1 "" V -M- for a cer. 

at «• work stations where: 
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Ti * k

k  (greater number of m-operations) 

The systems of this kind require a layout of work stations known 

as CELLULAR LAYOUT and is characterized by the performance of 

all operations on the operational group in the sane cell. Lay- 

out of this type, based on the principle of minimal distance« 

and minimal backflow routes, allowed an increase in machine ca- 

pacity, a reduction in the tooling investment, reduction in set- 

ting costs and reduction in operation costs. 

In contrast to the discrete flow processes with process 

layout of work stations (Fig.23) in which the components of dif- 

ferent operational g-oups passes through the workshop in dis- 

crete flow processes with cellular layout of work stations the 

component of only one operational group passes through the cell. 
Tht basic structure Is shown in F1g.26. 

c-^-rrj 

^1 
^ 

IT 
t. 

Cj -production   cell 

production  systtm 

C, 

L    j§» j£> ,D« ,D» iO, 

process     of   work 

are: 

Fig. 26 

The basic performances of this type of producti on process 

.3.1 Work-in-progress quantity 

The quantity of peaces in the all of phasses "i" of each 
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col 1   is given   as : 

Qj   •    £    q.   [units1 

(55) 

where: 

than: 

P -  1s  a  number of  position at  each work station. 

The total  work-in-progress quantity 1n each cell   is 

Qn  •  1J1 Qj   [«"Us J (56) 

For the production systems with »ort than one cells work-in. 
-proctss quantity 1s 

c>N 
í¡¡  •    I    •„     [units] 

c«1 (57) 

• 3.2 Cyclt time 

In the case of this type of »atoHal flow cycle time 1s 
determined by th. time interval b.twoon the Input or output of 
two consecutivo  components  as follows: 

r    « 

1»ra 

•   i   k    ?'1     " J       [time units! 

J-1   J 1.1   11 1 

(58) 

where 

kk •  1$  the capacity of observed system part 

tn  - operation time  on the given work station 

«j - quantity of the  component   -j-- 1n operational  group. 

Cycle timo  H changeable with component complexity 1n 
operational  group. 

.3.3  Universality of  syst em 

is  given as  c.p.clty/load  ratio and with  this type of produc 
-•on   systen  is,   for each  of  cells,   Tower comparing with  procesi 
layout   of work  station. 
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.3.4 The dsgree of functionality of the process 

(operating tine/throughput tiret) 

1s, as 1t 1s shown, given as: 

m 

c t _ i  ^ ' -3 

cp 1"M 
Tct* ^'mol 

(59) 

At 1t 1s  obvious  tht typt of layout äfftet»  th. throughput timi 
•f shown 1n Fig.27. 

a) Throuahpyt   tim« with „functltnel" tayaut 

1 «WQ.lt            j 

2   ! 
^ 

i      j 

• i ET3 

I») Throughput timt with etil loyaut 

rJ    j. <*« »oporotion tim« for batch 
11   • transportation   tim« 
tw -qu«ntog   tim« 

\p»% wtthi 

—Iti»* \p*2 wtok» 

Fig. 27 
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ser 

j-k 
(ji W11 t!i>> max 

>  1 (60) 

and by the condition that the total time T1, needed for a cer- 

tain operation, 1s, on the greater number of m-operations, 

greater than capacity kk of the observed part of the system. 

The production systems of this typt art flexible enough whdh 

enabled by the building of 1nteroperat1onal buffers bttwttn 

work stations. Tht basic illustration 1s shown 1n F1g.28. 

V'^B 
^1      H 

i_i 

ORS,  MS,., ORS,  MS,.j 

—• V 
K-m 0*S„ 

Legend:  ORS, - work stations 

KS,-(J-1) - buffers 

Fig. 28 

Continuous flow proctssts with frtt cyclt t1mt prtsent 

a gentral modtl of mittrlal flow 1n lint layout of work placts 

from which the rest of the casts can bt dtrlvtd tvtn to the 

final case - one product Une. In a function of load/capacity 

ratio of each work stations working place contains, 1n a gent- 

ral cast h-work1ng ctnttrs whtrt: 

h • 1,2,3,... ,u  units. 

The components are passing 1n parties through the process 

from one to the other work station without backflow by which 

tht 1nteroperat1on buffers enable the Increase of flexibility 

rate of the system. The material handling by the system of free 

cycle time ( unbaUr.ced operation times) is working as: 

1. Free handling eouipment (Fig.29): 

- manually operated flor type system with two wheeled 

hand trucks 
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The cycle time cannot be less than the longest component 

throughput time. Because group layout brings the work centers 

used to make each part close together and under the same super- 

vision it reduces throughput timas and maKe possible to work 

with shorter cycles than 1t is possible with functional layout. 

It also makes 1t possible therefore to work with a muc>. .'lar 

investment 1n stocks. 

.3.5 Set-up time 

The  group  approach  in   the   layout  of  production  systems  - 

cellular type  -  discovered  that  long setting-up  times   are  un- 

necessary.   The setting-up time  1s   given  only   once  for  all   of 

the parts  in operational  group because they  are suitable  for 

the  same tooling,   pre-setting  of  tools  and  conplite  rething  of 

Improvement possibilities of  production  processes. 

.3.6  Work  stations equipment 

The basis  of group approaches as components  similarity 

in  shape,  dimensions,   quality  and  quantity  of  peaces   introduces 

a  development of  tooling families  which  reduces  the   tooling   in- 

vestment.  The traditional  method  of making  spedai   tooling  far 

each  operation for each  component  1s extremely wasteful   cf money, 

**  CONTINUOUS  FLOW  PROCESSES 

Continuous   flow  processes  comprise  the  cases  4,   5  and  5 

of general   model   of material   flows  of production systems   as   il- 

lustrated  in  Fig. 23    .   They are characterized  by a higher load/ 

/capacity ratio,   lower  degree  of flexibility  and by the  same 

wequence of operations   for all   of  operational   groups  Q0D4»  The 

basic  values  of such a  system are  given as  follows: 

.1  Continuous  Flow Processes with  Line Layout and 

Free Cycle  Time  (Case  4   in Fig.23) 

The  material   flow in   this   case of  production  system  v; 

determined  by  load/capacity  ratio   in the   fern  of: 
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'  différant industrial   11ft trucks. 

INPUT 

li OUTPUT 

III IV 

Fig.   29 

2.  Convayor handling system (F1g.30) which can bo build as: 

- tnannuftlly oparated flor typa rallsyitam with platforms 

- bait or slat convayor 
- rollar or wheel   convayor 

• monorail and hand oparattd crana. 

;§U^l S3&«Tœ m mAxa 
-2- ^k' 

il--l:::ï--liE:3ir'?liS:3iI'ï'H:.:if' 
-$U> -^Jt 

H6:3<I'irli:;Iig<l:r 

F1g.   30 

Tha basic performances of continuous flow proctssas of 

fraa cycla tima ara: 

.4.1 Work-ln-progrtss quantity 

Tha work-ln-progrtss quantity at ont phast of tha proctss 

1s given as: 

Qii •    l    q,   [pr.units] 
J1  j«1 J 

(61) 

whara: 

p - 1s a number of position at each work station 
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Tht  total  work-1n-prograss quantity 1s than: 

1«m 
n  " lïi  QJ1  * 1-1   0b    [pr.units] (ft) 

whtra 

0b • Is  tht quantity of covenants at tach of Inttroptra- 
tlonal  buffara. 

•4.2 Cycla t1mt 

As 1t Is shown in tha prtvlout cast tht cyclt tint vary 
from component to componant 1n a for» of: 

1 "m 

; m >> ',;, «n)j 
c      Pï fini       [t1»t yn1ts/pr.yn1tsl(é3) 

J.I    J 1a1 ll'J 

.4.3 UnlvtrsalHy of systt« 

1s glvan. as 1t Is shown, as capadty/toât ratio In a for« of: 

ü m ÏÏ "    M J   . («4) 
M <-r- v'n> 

Tha capacity/load ratio prtstnts tht possibilités of 
ipaca structura of tha systam or possibilités of ralatlons 
batwean modas  1n systai's  structura. Thanks  to tha abUUy of 
buffar 1nstilit1on tha universality of this  typo of production 
lystaa 1s  still   rathar high. 

.4.4 Tha dagrta of functionality of tha procass 
(Optratlng tlrat/throgghput tint  ratio) 

Tha dagrta of functionality 1s glvan as: 

T *                T t . -Si .  Let 
cp      'et * J S»o1 (65) 
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crossing   of  components 
;ht totil   throughput t1 

and J.,"h."d.gr.. of  f„,«t1...» W T. .r  1... «"•««. 

It  ü obvious  that  the method of  tin 
lo» oper.tion to op.r.tl.» .ff.et,  th. ut.1   thr.uohput  ti.. 

.4.5  Set-up  tin« 
„t of  t1.i n..d.d  for Mttlng  Job mi t. «Ivtn 

not pr...nt  . v.lu. of  .p.el.1   Ugal«««« which «k.    th 

¿,.«  of th., type con.«.r.b,y  "« •«•««'• «» "'"t,<,n 

to th«   systtms of discréti flow. 

.4.6  Equipment of working  stations 

Th. na.ds of working stations tqulpntnt d«cr..sts  for 
this typ. of production sy.t.m. b.c.us. of d.cr.aslng of com- 
pon.nt structure 1. operation.!   group which «n.bl.s a hlgh.r 
d.gr.« of ».ch.n1s.t1on and automation, of work itatltnt. Th« 
tools  ir« d«s1gn«d according to group principio. 

.2 continuous  Flow Proc«.... with Lin« Uyout and 
combinad Fr««-Forc«d Cyd. T1M  (Cet«  S In Mg.23) 

Continuous  flow, with  fr.«-forc.d cycl. ti«, ir. dtflntd 

by load/capadty ratio 1n a form of: 

i.r «k 

(66) 

,«i .«..ht flow,  of n.rro. »tructor. »< lucrtiirt ou.ntltl« 

rtl« !.. th. b.Uh.. ,f .».r.t1M ti—  ih «•-•"•""• 
hUh.r O.or.. »d d.cr..... th f tafftr ititloM.    « 
t lit w.y th. .p..d of .at.rl.1 fio. U I.erM.td .»< th. l.yout 
!,"."«..< th. l.,..t ...» .r. d.«r....d. Th. 11... tr.ti.. 

1$  shown  1n F1g.3l. 
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eaj§B- 
ORM,   ORMj MSj j ORM, 

GQ OUTPUT 

MVll-lm-U   ORKn-,ORMm 

Ltgtnd:  ORM^ - work centers 

MSj-(J-1) • buffers 

F1g. 31 

At  It  hai been shown  1n i previous cut 1n a  function 
of load/capacity ratio work stations contain »-working ctnttrs- 
(units) whtrt: 

h  • 1.2,3.... ,u    [units] 

Tht componttns art passing through tht proctss without 
backflow. At tht placts of a hlghtr unbalanced tints tht Inter- 
operation  bufftrs art tttabllshtd.  Tht cycle t1mt 1s forctd for 
tht parts  of  tht proctss whtrt tht optratlon times  art balanced 
and frtt whtrt tht optratlon times  art  unbalanced. 

The material  handling  system  1s  built as adjustable hand- 
ling system which has  tht roll of material  transfer without 
function of  fixture during machining operations. Tht Ilustra- 
tlons art given 1n F1g.32. 

b)    G»s«mbly    proctss 
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The basic parameters of continuous flow with fret-forctd 
cyclt t1m« art glvtn is follows: 

.5.1 Work-1n-progrtss quantity 

1s determined'by tht structure and quantities of components 1n 

oparatlonal group and by tht numbar of proctis phasas. Tht parts 
of operational group anttr tht proctss ont after anothtr 1n ac- 

cordance with cyclt tine which 1s. as shown, adjusttd for tach 

componants. In accordanct with tht tnvlronntntal rtqulrtmtnts 

tht lint has to be adoptad 1n tht stnat of finishing a certain 

quantity of ont and tht starting ntxt component. Tht work-ln- 
-process quantity, as shown previously, 1s: 

1-m 

.5.2 Cycle tint 

Tht cyclt tint 1s given at: 

rç • JTR îïii     lt1"» «nUs/pr.units]   (68) 

4-1    J 1-1  11 J 

Tht cyclt tint 1s by this typt of tht proctss 1n a gratt- 

ar measure balanced than 1n previous caie due to the nore hono- 
genaous operational group. 

.5.3 Universality of systen 

The degree of universality of the systen of th1i type 1s 
lower than one of the systen of continuous flow with frtt  cycle 
time. 

.5.4 The degree of functionality of the process 
(operating tine/throughput tine ratio) 

1s given   as _ 

' • - •     fi. <••) cp 
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Because of Increasinq similarity 1n shape, dimensions 

and quality the degree of functionality 1s We close to one 
than 1n previous case. 

.5.5 Set-up time 

1i decreased compared with the processes with ff  cycle time 
on the bases of greater similarity. 

.5.6 Equipment of work stations 

The work centers of this type of the process are adjust- 

ed to the requirements of component characteristics and present 

to the certain extent Integrated system of Increased degree of 
automation. 

.3 Continuous Flow Processes with line Layout 

and Forces Cycle Time (Case 6 in Fig.23) 

The production systems of continuous flow processes with 
Une layout and forced cycle time are defined by load/capacity 
ratio as follows: 

ser 
^V'H >m1n 

(70) 

where -k" 1s a small number of components and In extrem case 

can be equal 1. In that case system 1s getting layout in a form 

of one product Une. The operation times are completely balanced 

which means that system can be established without Interopera- 

tional buffers. The basic structure of the system of this type 
1s given 1n F1g.33. 

INPUT 
CUTPoT 

CRM, ÛRy2 CRM,        ÛRNW,  CRM! 

Legend:  0RM1 - work center 

F1g.33 
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In a given system the components are passing through tht 

process fixed on tooling system (jigs and fixtures) which pre- 

sents the Integrated part with transportation system themselves. 

Cycle time 1s, due to balanced operation times, closely equal 

to all of components and on all of working stations. The struc- 

ture of production system of this type 1s charactarlied by 

maximal efficiency, low flexibility, and Integration of system 
elements. 

The production system of this type 1s given 1n Fig.34. 

' >•* 

fi*-. . 

i .A 
v« 

-r-i. . •« '«- 

' * V - '    '"& , • \f- J   J 

F1g. 34 

The basic parameters of ont product lint production 
systems art given as follows: 

.6.1 Work-in-progress quantity 

Work-in-progress quantity includes ill of components 

which are In the process of mash1n1ng. The total valut of work- 
-1n-process quantity contains: 

.1 Components In the process of machining 

This type of stock 1s determined by tht nlmbtr of: 

- work stations 

- work centers (units) on each work station and 
- positions on each work center 

and can be calculated on the basts of expression: 

1«m 
u  1-1  1 '1 [pr.units] (71) 
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where 

Mi - number of work center units it each work station 

p1 - number of positions it etch work center 

1 • number of process operations. 

.2 Components in the process of transportation 

The .mount of components 1s conditioned by the «attriti 
handling syst.« capacity and can be determined by: 

0h • j  » [units/batch] (72) 

where 

L - the lenght of material handling system 

1 - tht distance bttwttn componenti or oatchti on the 
system 

P - tht batch slit. For tht situation that: 

P-1 

compontnts art passing s.p.rattiy through the System. 

.3 Spare compontnts 

art determined 1n the function of the probability of appe.r.n- 

ct of down time. Spar, compontnts art n.tdtd to pr.vtnt distru- 
ttrice of cycle t1mt and fallurt of work proctss. 

.6.2 Cyclt time 

The cycle time of one-product line is givon as: 

rc " ÔT ít1wt wnits/pr.units] (73j 

and Is tqual to tht optratlon tlmts 1n a stnst of: 

rc ' *1 ' *2 • .-...• tk - ....•tf||. 

.6.3 Universality of systtm 

is given as capacity/load ratio in a form of: 
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k ^k *k 1       *v 1 
- T=i- ' vrn • rfrr- • w rrt- * I    <74> 

1-1   1       1-1  J     11 

whtp« 

ly low. 

m - tht numbtr of optratlont. 

Tht dtgrtt of unlvtrtalUy It, 1« a glvtn cttt, txtrtrnt- 

.6.4 Tht dtgrtt of functionality of tht proctn 
(optratlng tint/throughput tint ratio) 

The dtgrtt of functionality 1$ glvtn at: 

1-n 

4      
Tct  1-1 11 m>tM 
cp    cp    'cp 

and 1t at clott at pottlblt to tht valut tf on«. 

.6.5 Stt-up-tlmt 

Includtt tht tlnit nttdtd to gtt lint Into production. Ht net. 
1t It mlnlmalïn comparing to all othtr catti fro* 1 to 6. 

.6.6 Equipmtnt of work station» can 

can bt clatt1f1td Into thrtt batic cattgerltt: 

- manual 
• mtchanlitd 
• automatic. 

Thert art Untt that ut1Hit only ont typt of machino 
wh1lt by othtr Untt thttt thrtt cattgorltt of work ctnttn 
txltt t1dt by t1dt. 
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4.   CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper an  attempt has  been made to Introduce the 

idea of the  flexibility  of production systems based on the pr1n- 

dCla of group technology. 

Dynamic changes  in environmental   conditions  require a 

constant effort to develop production systems with  higher degree 

fo  flexibility in order  to meet  the demand for an  constant in- 

crease  in output values   such as  productivity, quality and pro- 

fitability. 

The introduction  of Group Technology could be a good base 

for increasing of flexibility and output values of production 

systems.   It  brings many advantages  and more effective approach 

based on analyses of component processing needs and  then de- 

signing of material  flow structure, work centers,  tooling for 

group production and finally it  looks forward  to higher degree 

of automation of batch production.  On the basis of carried 

studies   it  1s  clear that  the effective planning of  technologi- 

cal  development is  impossible without knowing the characteristics 

of components  of production programme.   Ideally technological 

development  schould also  follow nationalization of products  and 

parts to avoid making tools which are not needed after rationa- 
lization on  the way shown  in Fig. 14. 

In a  shown way Group Technology 1s an usefull  new philo- 

sophy based on the simplification of material  flow which can 

increase the flexibility of production systems. 
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